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Abstract
Multiparty computation approaches to secure neural network inference traditionally rely on
garbled circuits for securely executing nonlinear activation functions. However, garbled circuits
require excessive communication between server and client, impose significant storage overheads,
and incur large runtime penalties. To eliminate these costs, we propose an alternative to garbled
circuits: Tabula, an algorithm based on secure lookup tables. Tabula leverages neural networks’
ability to be quantized and employs a secure lookup table approach to efficiently, securely, and
accurately compute neural network nonlinear activation functions. Compared to garbled circuits
with quantized inputs, when computing individual nonlinear functions, our experiments show
Tabula uses between 35×-70× less communication, is over 100× faster, and uses a comparable
amount of storage. This leads to significant performance gains over garbled circuits with quantized
inputs during secure inference on neural networks: Tabula reduces overall communication by up
to 9× and achieves a speedup of up to 50×, while imposing comparable storage costs.
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Introduction

Secure neural network inference seeks to allow a server to perform neural network inference on a
client’s inputs while minimizing the data leakage between the two parties. Concretely, the server holds
a neural network model M while the client holds an input x and the objective of a secure inference
protocol is for the client to compute M (x) without revealing any additional information about the
client’s input x to the server, and without revealing any information about the server’s model M to
the client. A protocol for secure neural network inference brings significant value to both the server
and the clients: the clients’ sensitive input data is kept secret from the server and shields the user
from malicious data collection, and additionally, the server’s model is protected from the client and
prevents it from being reverse engineered or stolen by competitors.
Current state-of-the-art multiparty computation approaches to secure neural network inference require
significant communication between client and server, lead to excessive runtime slowdowns, and incur
large storage penalties [18, 7, 8, 23, 9, 1]. The source of these expenses is computing nonlinear
activation functions with garbled circuits, a generic multiparty computation method for securely
computing functions over secret inputs [27]. Garbled circuits not only require significant storage for
preprocessed circuits, but may also require multiple rounds of communication at inference time to
encrypt, decrypt, and execute the nonlinear function. Concretely, individual ReLUs implemented
as garbled circuits require over 2 KB of communication per scalar element during inference [18]
and impose over 17 KB of preprocessing storage per scalar element for each individual inference
[18, 7]. These costs make state-of-the-art neural network models prohibitively expensive to deploy: on
ResNet-32, state-of-the-art multiparty computation approaches for a single secure inference require
more than 300 MB of data communication [18], take more than 10 seconds for an individual inference
[18], and impose over 5 GB of preprocessing storage per inference [7]. These communication, runtime,
and storage costs pose a significant barrier to deployment, as they degrade user experience, drain
clients’ batteries, induce high network expenses, and eliminate applications that require sustained real
time inference.
To replace garbled circuits, we propose Tabula, an algorithm to efficiently and securely perform
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Figure 1: Tabula is a lookup table based approach for securely and efficiently executing neural
network activation functions and achieves significant communication, storage and runtime benefits
over garbled circuits. Tabula initializes a new lookup table for each nonlinear function call in the
neural network, then utilizes this lookup table during online execution to achieve extremely efficient
inference. Our code is released at https://github.com/tabulainference/tabula.
neural network nonlinear activation functions. Broadly, Tabula leverages neural networks’ ability
to be heavily quantized and employs a secure lookup table method [12] to efficiently execute neural
network nonlinear activation functions. Tabula consists of two key steps for efficient online execution:
1) quantize neural network activations down to low precision (< 11 bits) to reduce the space of the
inputs to the nonlinear function and 2) securely lookup the result of the nonlinear function in a
table [12]. By heavily quantizing neural network activations and reducing the space of inputs to the
nonlinear activation function, Tabula enables storing all possible results of the activation function in
a table without requiring an infeasibly large amount of memory. As neural network activations have
been shown to be quantizable down to very low precisions [21, 5, 28, 17], this step has little impact
(less than 1%-3% accuracy loss) on model quality (experiments demonstrating storage vs accuracy
tradeoffs are given later in the paper). Finally, a secure lookup procedure to retrieve the result of the
nonlinear function from the table can then be performed during execution time, achieving significant
communication and runtime benefits at comparable storage costs during the online phase of secure
neural network inference. We emphasize that our paper primarily focuses on improving the online
phase of secure neural network inference rather than the offline preprocessing phase, which we leave
to future work.
Tabula achieves significant improvements over garbled circuits on various important system metrics.
As Tabula requires quantizing neural network activations, to maintain a fair comparison, we likewise
quantize the inputs to garbled circuits. We note that prior works on secure neural network inference
have not applied quantization to secure inference (nor to garbled circuits), and we leverage this
technique to achieve notable improvements by enabling the computation of a nonlinear function
through a single table lookup. Across the board Tabula achieves significant systems performance
benefits over garbled circuits.
• Runtime
Tabula offers significant runtime improvements over garbled circuits due to the simplicity
of the online phase of the secure lookup protocol [12]. Tabula’s runtime for an individual
activation function is the cost of transferring a single secretly shared value between parties,
and performing a single table lookup (RAM access) on the subsequent value. Our results show
that when computing individual functions, Tabula is over 100× faster than garbled circuits
with quantized inputs. This leads to significant overall runtime improvements when performing
secure neural network inference: our results show that across various standard networks (LeNet,
ResNet-32, ResNet-34, VGG) Tabula achieves up to 50× runtime speedup compared to garbled
circuits with quantized inputs.
• Communication
Tabula requires significantly less communication than garbled circuits during the online phase
of secure inference as it employs a lookup table approach [12]. Tabula’s communication cost
for a single activation function is the cost of communicating a single secretly shared element
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between parties. Our experiments show that, compared to garbled circuits with quantized inputs,
communication required for a single nonlinear function call is reduced by a factor of over 30×
leading to an overall communication reduction of up to 9× on various standard neural networks.
• Storage and Memory
Tabula achieves comparable (.5 × −2×) storage and memory to garbled circuits. Tabula’s
table sizes are dictated by how heavily quantized the activations are and increases exponentially
with the precision of the activations. Notably, Tabula’s table sizes affect the precision of
the activation function and hence affect neural network accuracy. However, as neural network
activations may be significantly quantized without significantly affecting neural network quality,
the sizes of these individual tables may be reduced enough to require a comparable (or smaller)
amount of storage to garbled circuits with quantized inputs. Like garbled circuits, Tabula
requires a new table for each individual nonlinear operation to maintain security.

2
2.1

Related Work
Multiparty Computation Approaches to Secure Neural Network Inference

Multiparty computation approaches to secure neural network inference have traditionally been limited
by both computation and communication, and prior lines of work focus on reducing these system costs
while maintaining privacy during execution. Early secure machine learning systems like SecureML
[20, 25, 23, 10] address the issue of secure computation for simpler, linear machine learning models like
logistic regression and use traditional multiparty computation techniques [10] in their algorithms. More
recently, specialized systems have emerged that specifically target secure neural network inference,
including works like Minionn, Gazelle and Delphi [16, 9, 18, 14, 23, 8, 1, 7]. These advances have
successively optimized the linear portions of secure neural network inference (via techniques like
preprocessing linear layers with homomorphic encryption) to the point where linear operations for secure
neural network inference are effectively free in terms of runtime during inference [18]. Significantly,
state-of-the-art techniques like Minionn, Gazelle, and Delphi all still use garbled circuits to compute
nonlinear activation functions (e.g: ReLU) [16, 9, 18, 11, 3]. This approach incurs notable drawbacks
including high communication costs at inference time (leading to drastic runtime slowdowns) and
significant storage costs. While there have been some recent works that have tried to reduce the
system costs imposed by garbled circuits [1, 8, 7], these works have primarily focused on solutions
that work in tandem with garbled circuits, instead of eliminating them altogether.
Unlike prior approaches to mitigate the cost of nonlinear activation functions for secure neural
network inference, our approach addresses the problems posed by garbled circuits by eliminating
garbled circuits altogether. Our method is centered around precomputing lookup tables containing
the encrypted results of nonlinear activation functions, and using quantization to reduce the size of
these tables.

2.2

Lookup Tables for Secure Computation

Lookup tables have been used to speed up computation for applications in both secure multiparty
computation [13, 4, 12, 22, 6] and homomorphic encryption [15, 2]. These works have demonstrated
that lookup tables may be used as an efficient alternative to garbled circuits, provided that the input
space is small. Prior works have primarily focused on using lookup tables to speed up traditional
applications like computing AES [12, 4, 13, 6] and data aggregation [22] (with the exception of [2]
which focuses on linear regression).
To the best of our knowledge, there exists little prior work which applies secure lookup tables to the
execution of relatively large neural networks, and current state of the art secure inference systems like
Delphi [19], SecureML [20], Circa [7], DeepReduce [8] all still use garbled circuits. Notably, a significant
limiting factor to the lookup table approach for secure computation is its space requirements, which
grow exponentially with the number of operands and their precisions. We suspect space requirements
limits its use in other applications. The secure lookup table approach is remarkably well suited to
securely and efficiently compute neural network nonlinear activation functions for two reasons: 1)
neural network activations may be quantized to extremely low precision with little degradation to
accuracy and 2) neural network activation functions are single operand. These two factors allow us to
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limit the size of the lookup table to be sufficiently small to be practical, and consequently we can
achieve the significant performance benefits of secure lookup tables at runtime (i.e order of magnitude
less communication).

3

Tabula: Efficient Nonlinear Activation Functions for Secure
Neural Network Inference

Tabula is an algorithm for efficiently and securely computing single operand nonlinear activation
functions for neural network inference, and operates over additive secret shares of the input. Tabula
is designed to work as a replacement for garbled circuits within canonical multiparty frameworks
for secure neural network inference. Broadly, Tabula consists of a preprocessing phase to initialize
lookup tables for each nonlinear operation, and an online phase for quantizing the activation inputs
and securely looking up the result of the nonlinear function in the previously initialized tables.

3.1

Background

Secure Inference Objectives, Threat Model
Secure neural network inference seeks to compute a sequence of linear and nonlinear operations
parameterized by the server’s model over a client’s input while revealing as little information to either
party beyond the model’s final prediction. Formally, given the server’s weights Wi and the client’s
private input x, the goal of secure neural network inference is to compute
ai = A(Wi ai−1 )
where a0 = x and A is a nonlinear activation function, typically ReLU.
State-of-the-art secure neural network inference protocols like Delphi operate under a two-party
semi-honest setting [18, 14] (with notable exceptions such as Muse [14]), where only one of the parties
is corrupted and the corrupted party follows protocol. Importantly, these secure inference protocols do
not protect the architecture of the neural network being executed (only its weights), and do not secure
any information leaked by the predictions themselves [18]. As we follow Delphi’s protocol (described
two sections down) for the overall secure execution of the neural network (Tabula only handles the
nonlinear portions of the protocol), these security assumptions are implicitly assumed.
Cryptographic Primitives, Notations, Definitions
Tabula utilizes standard tools in secure multiparty computation. Our protocols operate over additively
shared secrets in finite fields. We denote Fp as a finite field over n-bit prime p. We use [x] to denote a
two party additive secret sharing of the scalar x ∈ Fp such that x = [x]0 + [x]1 , where party i holds
additive share [x]i but knows no information about the other share.
Delphi Secure Inference Protocol
To understand how Tabula fits into standard secure neural network inference protocols like Delphi
[19], we briefly outline how these protocols operate. Broadly, state-of-the-art secure inference protocols
are divided into a per-input preprocessing phase and an online inference phase. In our work, we build
on top of the Delphi secure inference framework [18], which operates as following.
• Per-Input Preprocessing Phase
This phase preprocesses data to prepare for the secure execution of a single input, and is
performed to make the online inference phase faster. For each linear layer, this process entails the
client generating and encrypting a random vector rc ∈ Fp → Enck (rc ) with linearly homomorphic
encryption (k is the public key), sending it to the server to compute Enck (Wi rc + rs ) where
rs ∈ Fp is randomly generated by the server for that particular layer, which is sent back to the
client who decrypts Wi rc + rs . This procedure enables the use of standard linear operations at
inference time instead of homomorphic encryption operations. For nonlinear layers, the server
garbles the labels of the ReLU circuits and sends them to the client.
• Online Inference Phase
This phase performs the actual inference on a client’s input. For linear layers, the client and
server begin with additive secret shares of the linear layer’s input [x]0 , [x]1 . The client adds [x]0
with that layer’s rc to determine [x]0 + rc , sends it to the server so that it determines x + rc ,
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who then computes Wi (x + rc ) + rs = Wi x + Wi rc + rs (the rs for that particular layer). At
this point, the client holds Wi rc + rs from the preprocessing phase and the server has computed
Wi x + Wi rc + rs ; thus the two parties have determined a secret sharing of [Wi x] (the difference
between the two previously mentioned values). Hence, the input to the nonlinear activation
function is a secret share [a] = [Wi x]. For nonlinear layers, particularly ReLU, the client and
server use garbled circuits to collaboratively and securely compute the nonlinear function, which
outputs the secret share of the inputs for the next layer.
Hence, to replace the nonlinear portions of this protocol, we need to construct a function that takes in
[x] and securely computes and outputs [F (x)] where F is a nonlinear activation function.

3.2

Tabula for Securely and Efficiently Evaluating Neural Network Nonlinear
Activation Functions

Tabula is divided into a (secure) preprocessing phase that initializes a lookup table for each individual
nonlinear function call used in the neural network, and an online phase which securely quantizes
the activation inputs and looks up the result of the function in the previously initialized tables. We
emphasize that our paper primarily focuses on the online phase of execution, which determines the
system’s real time response speed after knowing a client’s input, rather than the preprocessing phase
which may be done offline without knowing the client’s input data. Hence, while we provide details
on the operating procedure of the preprocessing phase, our details, systems analysis and results will
be focused towards the online portion of the protocol. We leave improving/optimizing the offline
preprocessing phase to future work.
Below we describe the core building blocks that Tabula utilizes, namely, the secure lookup table
procedure [12] and secure truncation protocol [20], then proceed to describe Tabula’s preprocessing
and online execution phase, and finally detail its properties including security, communication, and
storage.
Secure Lookup Table Procedure
We leverage the secure lookup table procedure introduced in [12] to enable the computation of any
nonlinear function call with a single table lookup. Similar to garbled circuits, which require new
circuits per operation to maintain security, the secure lookup table procedure also requires newly
generated tables for each function call.
At a high level, the secure lookup table procedure of [12], given a table T [x] = F (x) (where F is the
target nonlinear function), initializes a shared table [T ] across the parties and a secret s, such that
[T ][s + x] = [F (x)] for all values of x ∈ Fp , where s secretly shared between the client and the server
(hence client and server hold [s]0 , [s]1 respectively). Concretely, [T ] denotes a shared table between
the client and server: client holds [T ]0 and server holds [T ]1 , where [T ]0 [s + x] + [T ]1 [s + x] = F (x).
Note that both client and server are required to coordinate to initialize their own local [T ] in an offline
preprocessing phase. The online phase, given such a shared table, is then straightforward: given secret
shares [x], client and server exchange [x] + [s] to reveal the true value of x + s, then looks up this
value in the table [T ][x + s] = [F (x)]. Security is maintained in the online phase as a new table [T ]
and secret s is used per function call, with s being unknown to either party (perfectly blinding the
secret value x).
Securely initializing shared table [T ] from T in the offline preprocessing phase broadly centers around
the fact that given an index into a table, a table lookup can be cast as a linear operation, specifically
a dot product of the entire table with an indicator vector containing a one in the position of the table
index (e.g: the one hot vector encoding of the index). Concretely, during the offline preprocessing
phase, a secret scalar value s is generated and shared between the two parties; note that s is
unknown to the two parties. Subsequently, a secure two party demux procedure [12] transforms
secret shares of [s] into secret shared vectors [s0 ] which sum to an indicator vector with a one at the
s’th position. Finally, a dot product for each entry of the table can be performed to calculate [T ]:
T [x] × [s00 ] + T [x + 1] × [s01 ] + ... + T [x + n] × [s0n ] = [T [s + x]]. More details on the preprocessing phase
can be found in [12].
Secure Truncation
As the size of [T ] increases linearly with size of the field Fp it becomes necessary to truncate or quantize
[x] to prevent [T ] from being impracticably large. Hence, a secure truncation method is required.
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We use the secure truncation method in [20] to achieve this. Given a truncation factor d which
specifies the precision of the activation inputs, the client computes b[x]0 /dc and the server computes
p − b(p − [x]1 )/dc. This yields b[x]/dc with high probability. Concretely, after this truncation protocol
is performed client and server obtain either [b[x]/dc + 1] or [b[x]/dc] with probability proportional
to 1 − kp where k is the maximum value x may take [20] (otherwise a large error occurs). Hence,
with high probability, the secure truncation protocol computes the correctly truncated value with a
small off by one error which may be tolerated by neural networks [21, 24]. To reduce the occurrence
of large errors (that compound), in practice, we use 64-bit p. We refer to [20] for more details and
note that developing more effective secure truncation techniques is an important topic for further
research.
Tabula Preprocessing and Online Phase
Given these fundamental building blocks, we describe the Tabula protocol. In the preprocessing
phase, Tabula generates multiple shared tables [T ] as described above for each nonlinear function call
that is performed when executing the neural network; an activation quantization factor (how much to
truncate/quantize the network’ activations) is also chosen offline (which may be chosen / tuned to
maximize network accuracy). In the online execution phase, Tabula involves quantizing the inputs
to the activation function, securely looking up the result in the table, then scaling the result back
up, yielding an approximation of F (x). The full algorithmic details are listed in Algorithm 1. The
security of Tabula is ensured by the security of the secure truncation protocol [20] and the secure
table lookup protocol [12].
Algorithm 1 Tabula Secure Function Execution
Input: [x], table [T ], secret [s], scale d
Output: approximation [F [x]]
[xtrunc ] ←− SecureT runc([x], d)
Reveal sx ←− xtrunc + s
[Fx ] ←− [T ][sx ] × d
return [Fx ]
Tabula Communication and Storage Cost
Tabula achieves significant communication benefits during the online phase at comparable storage
costs. As detailed in Algorithm 1, Tabula requires just one round of communication to compute
any arbitrary function, unlike garbled circuits, which may require multiple rounds for more complex
functions (e.g: ReLU with garbled circuits takes 2 rounds). As revealing sx requires both parties to
send their local shares, each nonlinear activation call incurs communication cost corresponding to the
number of bits in Fp . As we use 64-bit Fp , this results in 16 bytes of communication per activation
function. Note we also tried 32-bit Fp , however, as mentioned previously, we found using such a field
size led to unacceptable accuracy due to large errors from the secure truncation protocol.
Storage and memory, as mentioned previously, grow exponentially with the precision that is used
for activations (as all possible inputs must be stored in the tables) and linearly with the number of
activations in the neural network (as a new table is required per activation). Storage cost is thus
2k × Na × n bits where n is the number of bits of p of Fp , k is the number of bits for the activations
of the neural network. The majority of the storage cost comes from the 2k factor, the size of the
individual tables, which grows exponentially with input space / precision of the activations. However,
as neural network activations may be heavily quantized down without significantly affecting model
quality [21, 5, 28] (a fact that we verify in our real world experiments), we can reduce this factor
enough to be practical. Additionally, every bit of precision that is trimmed from the activation yields
a two fold reduction in storage and memory costs, and hence more advanced quantization techniques
[21, 5, 28] to squeeze one to two bits of precision may yield significant benefits. As storage and memory
varies with the precision of activations that is used, there is a natural tradeoff between the accuracy
of the model and the achieved memory/storage amount.
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4

Results

We present results showing the benefits of Tabula over garbled circuits for secure neural network
inference. We evaluate our method on neural networks including a large variant of LeNet for MNIST,
ResNet-32 for Cifar10, and ResNet-34 / VGG-16 for Cifar-100, which are relatively large image
recognition neural networks that prior secure inference works benchmark [7, 18, 8, 26]. Unless
otherwise stated, we compare against our implementation of the Delphi protocol [18] using garbled
circuits for nonlinear activation functions, without neural architecture changes, during the online
inference phase. The Delphi protocol with garbled circuits, to the best of our knowledge, is the current
state of the art for secure neural network inference. To ensure fair comparison, we compare Tabula
against garbled circuits with quantized inputs, specifically garbled circuits with 32-bit, 16-bit and
8-bit inputs, which are commonly used precisions [], but we also show more detailed results on a
more granular level (fixing accuracy/precision and comparing systems costs between our methods).
Note that with the same activation precision, both Tabula and garbled circuits compute the same
result. Experiments are run on AWS c5.4x large machines (US-West1 (N. California) and US-West2
(Oregon)) which have 8 physical Intel Xeon Platinum @ 3 GHz CPUs and 32 GiB RAM; network
bandwidth between these two machines achieves a maximum of 5-10 Gbit/sec, according to AWS. We
use the same machine/region specs as detailed in [18], but with 2x more cores/memory (c5.4xlarge vs
c5.2xlarge).

4.1

Communication Reduction

ReLU Communication Reduction
We benchmark the amount of communication required to perform a single ReLU with Tabula vs
garbled circuits. Table 1 shows the amount of communication required by both protocols during online
inference. Tabula achieves significant (> 30×) communication reduction compared to garbled circuits.
Note our implementation of garbled circuits on 32-bit inputs achieves the same communication cost as
reported by [18] (2KB communication for 32-bit integers).
Garbled
Circuits
(32-bit)

Garbled
Circuits
(16-bit)

Garbled
Circuits
(8-bit)

Tabula

2.17KB

1.1KB

.562KB

16B

Comm.
Reduction
(vs 32/16/8
bit GC)
139× 70× 35×

Table 1: Tabula vs garbled circuits communication cost for a single ReLU operation.
Total Communication Reduction
We benchmark the total amount of communication required during the online phase of a single
private inference for various network architectures including LeNet, Resnet-32, ResNet-34 and VGG
(batch size 1). Table 2 shows the number of ReLUs per network, as well as the communication
costs of using garbled circuits (for 32/16/8 bit inputs) vs Tabula. Tabula reduces communication
significantly (> 20×, > 10×, > 5× vs 32,16,8 bit garbled circuits) across various network architectures.
Additionally, Figure 2 shows the communication reduction Tabula achieves compared to garbled
circuits with An -bit quantized inputs at a fixed accuracy threshold, and shows Tabula achieves over
8 × −9× communication reduction across networks to maintain close to full precision accuracy. Note
that these values reflect total communication costs (not just ReLU communication costs); further
note that we do not make any architectural changes to the neural network (e.g: replace any ReLU
operations with quadratic operations, etc).
Network

ReLUs

LeNet
ResNet-32
VGG-16
ResNet-34

58K
303K
276K
1.47M

Garbled
Circuits
(32-bit)
124 MB
311 MB
286 MB
1.5 GB

Garbled
Circuits
(16-bit)
62 MB
155 MB
143 MB
.75 GB

Garbled
Circuits
(8-bit)
31 MB
77 MB
72 MB
370 MB

Tabula

Comm. Reduction
(vs 32/16/8 bit GC)

3.5 MB
14 MB
12.1 MB
59.5 MB

35.4×
22.2×
23.6×
24.7×

17.7×
11.1×
11.8×
12.4×

8.8×
5.6×
5.6×
6.2×

Table 2: Tabula vs garbled circuits total communication cost during secure inference for different
network architectures.
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Figure 2: Tabula communication reduction over garbled circuits when it uses An bit inputs vs
accuracy (%). Tabula incurs a fixed 16 byte communication cost regardless of the precision of
activation inputs, achieving up to 8 × −9× communication reduction over garbled circuits across tasks
when requiring within 1-2% of baseline accuracy.

4.2

Storage/Memory Costs

We compare the storage/memory savings Tabula achieves against garbled circuits. Recall that
Tabula storage/memory usage grows exponentially with the size of its tables, which dictates the
precision of the activations. Using less storage/memory (less precision for activations) incurs some
amount of error into the function call, creating a tradeoff between storage/memory and network
accuracy. Further note that Tabula tables must be stored on both client and server. Below we show
both the storage/memory savings for a single ReLU operation (disregarding the accuracy impact from
the quantization), and the storage/memory savings vs accuracy tradeoffs for various networks (LeNet,
ResNet32/34, VGG).

Storage/Mem. (KB)

ReLU Storage/Memory Savings vs Precision
We compare the storage/memory use between Tabula and garbled circuits for a single ReLU operation.
Tabula’s storage/memory use is the the size of its table (which grows exponentially with the precision
used for activations) multiplied by the number of bits of elements in the original field (we default to
64-bit numbers). Garbled circuits, on the other hand, uses 17KB, 8.5KB, and 4.25KB for each 32-bit,
16-bit, and 8-bit ReLU operation [18].

24
23
22
21
20
21
22
23

Tabula
Garbled Circuits

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Precision for Activation

Figure 3: Tabula and garbled circuits storage/memory use for a single ReLU operation. Tabula
achieves storage savings with activation precision below 8 bits.
Figure 3 presents the storage usage of both Tabula and garbled circuits for a single ReLU operation,
and shows that Tabula achieves comparable storage/memory use to garbled circuits at precisions
8-10, and lower storage/memory use with precisions below 8. Specifically, with 8 bits of precision for
activation Tabula achieves an 8.25×, 4.1× and 2× savings vs 32-bit, 16-bit and 8-bit garbled circuits;
with ultra low precision Tabula achieves even more gains (4 bits yields around 136× storage/memory
reduction vs 32-bit garbled circuits and 17× reduction vs 8-bit garbled circuits). These results imply
that standard techniques to quantize activations down below 8 bits (or even below 4 bits via advanced
techniques) [21, 5, 28] can be applied with Tabula to achieve significant storage/memory savings.
Notably, Tabula achieves storage savings at ultra low precision activations as a 1-bit reduction in
activation precision yields a 2× storage reduction, unlike for garbled circuits where storage is reduced
linearly.
Storage/Memory Savings and Accuracy Tradeoff
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We present Tabula’s total storage/memory usage versus accuracy tradeoff in Figure 4. In this
experiment, we directly quantize the network’s activations during execution time uniformly across
layers (with no retraining or other preprocessing) and log the accuracy achieved and memory/storage
use for a single inference. As shown in Figure 4, across various tasks and network architectures,
activations may be quantized to 9 bits or below while maintaining within 1-3% accuracy points. This
allows Tabula to achieve comparable or even less storage use than garbled circuits at a fixed accuracy
threshold. We emphasize that future work may apply more advanced quantization techniques [21, 5]
to reduce activation precision below 8-bits and achieve even better storage/memory savings. Our
results here show that even with very basic quantization techniques, Tabula achieves comparable
storage/memory usage versus garbled circuits, and indicate that Tabula is more storage efficient as
fewer bits of precision for the activations are used.

Storage (KB)
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Figure 4: Tabula overall storage/memory usage for a single inference versus accuracy for different
tasks and neural networks. Each point is annotated with An , specifying the precision of activations
for that run. With activation precisions above 10 Tabula uses more storage than garbled circuits due
to the exponential increase in the size of its tables; however, below a precision of 8, Tabula achieves
notable storage savings (> 2×) over garbled circuits.

4.3

Runtime Speedup

We compare the runtime speedup Tabula achieves over garbled circuits. As noted in various secure
neural network inference works [18, 7, 1], executing nonlinear activation functions via garbled circuits
takes up the majority of secure neural network execution time, hence, replacing garbled circuits with an
efficient alternative has a major impact on runtime. Below we present the Tabula’s runtime benefits
when executing individual ReLU operations and when executing relatively large state-of-the-art neural
networks.
ReLU Runtime Speedup
Table 3 shows the runtime speedup Tabula achieves over garbled circuits when executing a single
ReLU operation. Tabula achieves over 100× runtime speedup due to its simplicity: the cost of
transferring 16 bytes of data and a single access to RAM is orders of magnitude faster than garbled
circuits. Note that our implementation of garbled circuits on 32-bit inputs is slower than as reported
in Delphi [18]: our implementation of garbled circuits takes around 184 us per ReLU, whereas the
reported is 84 us [18]; however, even if the implementation in Delphi achieves an optimal 4× speedup
with 8-bit quantization, Tabula is still 38× faster.
Garbled Circuits
32-bit
Runtime (us)
184

Garbled Circuits
16-bit
Runtime (us)
111

Garbled Circuits
8-bit
Runtime (us)
69

Tabula
Runtime (us)
.55

Tabula Speedup
(vs 32/16/8 bit GC)
334 ×

202 ×

105 ×

Table 3: Tabula runtime speedup vs garbled circuits on a single ReLU operation. Tabula is orders
of magnitude faster than garbled circuits.
Neural Network Runtime Speedup
We present Tabula’s overall speedup gains over garbled circuits across various neural networks
including LeNet, ResNet32/34 and VGG16. Table 4 and Figure 5 shows that Tabula reduces runtime
by up to 50× across different neural networks, bringing execution time below 1 second per inference
for the majority of the networks. Note that bigger networks are increasingly bottlenecked by ReLU
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Network

ReLUs

LeNet
ResNet-32
VGG-16
ResNet-34

58K
303K
284.7K
1.47M

Garbled
Circuits
Runtime (s)
(32-bit)
11.1
69.7
55.9
284.3

Garbled
Circuits
Runtime (s)
(16-bit)
6.3
43.4
32.1
159.9

Garbled
Circuits
Runtime (s)
(8-bit)
3.9
30.6
19.9
95.9

Speedup
(vs 32/16/8 bit GC)

Tabula
Runtime (s)
.29
.97
.67
1.85

38.3×
71.8×
83.4×
153.7×

21.7×
44.7×
47.9×
86.4×

13.4×
31.5×
29.7×
51.8×

Table 4: Tabula total runtime speedup compared with garbled circuits. Compared to garbled circuits,
Tabula achieves significant runtime speedup during neural network execution by reducing code
complexity, communication costs, and memory/storage overheads.
operations, and hence Tabula’s runtime reduction increases in magnitude with the size of the neural
network under consideration.
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Figure 5: Tabula overall runtime for a single inference versus accuracy for different tasks and neural
networks. Each point is annotated with An , specifying the precision of activations for that run. At
activation precisions 10-12 (achieving within 1-2% of baseline accuracy), Tabula achieves significant
runtime speedup (> 10×) over garbled circuits.
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Conclusion

Tabula is a secure and efficient algorithm for computing nonlinear activation functions in secure
neural network inference. Compared to garbled circuits, results show that Tabula achieves significant
reductions in communication and runtime with comparable or better storage costs. Tabula is a step
towards sustained, low latency, low energy, low bandwidth real time secure inference applications.
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